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architect inherits the house of her dreams -- a mansion by the Wild Orchids
sea -- only to find that someone will do anything to keep her The Last Kiss Goodbye
away.... LINDA ANDERSON/Once in a Blue Moon When a killer
Wait Until Dark
targets her book club friends, a small-town librarian sees a
Irresistible
handsome visiting professor in a new light: is he her happy
Discover New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Karen Rose’s brand-new
ending? Or a fatal attraction? MARIAH STEWART/Til Death Do Us series set in the sultry city of New Orleans and featuring a tough team of high-end private
Part Coming home to Montana after a stalker's attack, a model investigators who are after justice—no matter what they have to do to get it. Good cops. Bad
finds an old love rekindled and a safe place for healing. Until cops. Only one will win. After completing her tours with the Marines in Iraq, Molly Sutton
her attacker finds her....
knew she could take down any bad guy she met. But when a family tragedy exposes the dark
Taking a job with a prestigious D.C. law firm after witnessing the murder of the
New York Times bestselling author Karen Rose is at her
side of her local police, she joined up with her former CO Burke Broussard, who left New
first lady, attorney Jessica Ford investigates a high-profile rape victim's
suspicious recant on the stand, a situation that is complicated by the
seductive best in this breathtaking novella where an unexpected Orleans PD to set up a private investigative service for people who couldn’t find justice
disappearance of Jessica's predecessor. By the author of Shameless. Reprint.
reunion between two friends ignites the dangerous impulses in a elsewhere. Gabe Hebert saw the toll that working for the NOPD took on his dad and decided
From the New York Times bestselling author of Superstition and Bait comes the
secret enemy... Emma Townsend is astonished when she comes
instead to make a name for himself as one of the best young chefs in the French Quarter. But
story of Kate White, a single mom and successful prosecutor in the Philadelphia
across a love letter tucked away in an old high school year
when his father’s death is ruled a suicide after a deliberately botched investigation by his
DA’s office. She’s used to challenges, but none as terrifying as Mario Castellanos,book, written by her once dear friend Chris Walker. Having
former captain, Gabe knows his dad stumbled onto a truth that someone wants silenced. Gabe
the violent career criminal she’s been hired to convict. But Kate and Mario have
never seen it until now, the letter has taken seventeen years goes to his father’s best friend, Burke, for help. Burke assigns the toughest member of his
already met—during one of the darkest periods of Kate’s past. And Mario knows
to touch Emma’s heart. Now she’s determined to find Chris and team, Molly, to the case. Molly can’t believe she’s being asked to work with the smoking hot
her secret. Now Kate has only one option: Play Mario’s game. But when murder
maybe even get a second chance at romance. For Chris, now a
chef whose chocolate cake is not the only thing that makes her mouth water. Sparks fly as
becomes part of it, homicide detective Tom Braga is called in to investigate. And
they follow the leads Gabe’s dad left them, unraveling a web of crimes, corruption, and
as another threat, even more menacing, emerges from the shadows of Kate’s past,college professor, seeing Emma again has brought back a flood
she realizes the only person she can turn to for help is Tom—the one man she can of memories, rekindling a passion he thought was long gone. But murder that runs all the way to the top.
in the shadows, someone is watching Emma and Chris, someone
Danger and desire ignite when Charlotte Bates drives straight into a DEA agent's hot pursuit
never trust with the truth.
nursing revenge, and plunging Emma into a nightmare where no
of a drug smuggler. But when the lawman takes Charlie hostage, an electrifying adventure
He was pure, unadulterated trouble. Johnny Harris is home again, his too-tight
jeans and damn-your-eyes belligerence honed to perfection by a ten-year stretch one can be trusted and every dirty little secret is sealed with begins....
in federal prison for murder. Now he's out on parole and ready for the job Rachel a kiss. Dirty Secrets previously appeared in Hot Pursuit
DEAD MAN RUNNING Sentenced to death for crimes he didn’t commit, ex-cop Tom
Grant has promised to help him begin a new life. Unlike the rest of the town,
Investigating the brutal murders of two vacationing families in O’Brien is now a hunted fugitive. After fifteen years in prison, he’s determined to prove his
Rachel has always believed in her former student's innocence. But one thing has
sunny Virginia Beach, FBI agents Ryan Sinclair and Buzz Crane innocence–but first he must convince his daughter, whose testimony helped put him behind
changed... The sullenly handsome boy she remembers is still sullen, still
suspect the work of a notorious serial killer and tap the
bars, that he has damning evidence of a plot to frame him. Claire is no longer the naïve
handsome...but no longer a boy. And now the small Kentucky town is alive with
skills of preeminent clinical expert Charlotte Stone, who is
teenager who arrived home to find her mother and her mother’s lover shot dead and her
gossip and whispers of a scandal, as friendship turns to passion and Rachel
also the culprit's only known survivor. By the best-selling
father holding the murder weapon. She’s a successful fraud investigator who assumes
abandons a lifetime of propriety in the ex-con's arms. Then the killer strikes
author of Justice. 75,000 first printing.
everyone lies. Though Claire is convinced of her father’s guilt, curiosity propels her to look
again. All evidence points to Johnny Harris, but Rachel knows he is innocent. And
"Enthralling… Readers won't want this adrenaline-rich story to into the disappearance of a law student who claimed to have proof of Tom’s innocence. But
she knows she is next...as a shattering truth is uncovered and dark passions
end. "—Booklist (starred review) Thief. Manipulator. Con
seeking answers only leads to more questions, reinforcing Claire’s belief that there’s no one
explode in the relentless summer heat.
artist. Call it what you will—Bianca St. Ives is the best in
left to trust. Obsessed with the O’Brien case, FBI agent Mitch Bianchi befriends Claire under
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “[A] creepily effective suspense
false pretenses, certain that Tom is not only innocent but in grave danger–and not just from
novel.”—The Seattle Times After surviving a horrific attack by masked gunmen, the business. Growing up, Bianca St. Ives knew she was
Katharine Lawrence awakens in the hospital—with an unfamiliar face staring back different from all her friends. Instead of playing hopscotch or the cops. As the three race toward the truth, a murderous conspiracy tightens its noose–and
combing her dolls' hair, she studied martial arts with sensei Claire becomes the target of an ice-cold psychopath who will kill to protect his secrets.
at her in the mirror. Katharine may not recognize her appearance, but she does
know that she’s twenty-nine, the special assistant to the head of the CIA, and that masters and dismantled explosives with special-ops retirees.
Suspense doesn’t burn any brighter and desire doesn’t run any deeper than when Suzanne
she can trust no one—not even the smiling, handsome doctor at her bedside, Dr.
Her father prepped her well to carry on the family business.
Brockmann takes the helm, opens the throttle, and takes readers along for a breathless ride as
Dan Howard. But when Katharine’s instinct tells her to run for her life, Dan
Now a striking beauty with fierce skills, the prodigy has
she breaks the thrill barrier–again and again. With Into the Fire, Brockmann lights the fuse on
becomes her newfound protector. For Katharine has no one else to turn to when
surpassed the master. She's known as the Guardian. Running a
her most explosive story yet. Vinh Murphy–ex-Marine and onetime operative for the elite
they’re drawn into a shadowy world of conspiracy, where nothing is as it
multinational firm with her father, she makes a living
security firm Troubleshooters Incorporated–has been MIA ever since his wife, Angelina, was
seems⋯and no one is who they appear to be.
swindling con men out of money they stole—and she's damn good caught in a crossfire and killed during what should have been a routine bodyguard
The Ultimatum
at it. She does things on her own terms. But her latest gig had assignment. Overcome with grief, Murphy blames the neo-Nazi group known as the Freedom
Superstition
a little hiccup—if you count two hundred million dollars and
Network for her death. Now, years later, Freedom Network leader Tim Ebersole has been
Heated Pursuit
top secret government documents going missing as little. Her
murdered–and the FBI suspects Murphy may have pulled the trigger. To prevent further
A WWII Novel
father also died on the mission. The thing is, the US
bloodshed, Murphy’s friends at Troubleshooters scramble to find him and convince him to
Scandalous
government doesn't believe he's really dead. They'll stop at
surrender peacefully. Murphy himself can’t be sure what he did or didn’t do during the years
When the sun goes down, the mood is right -- for heartnothing to capture Richard St. Ives, a high-value target and
he spent mourning and lost in an alcohol-induced fog. He does know he occasionally sought
pounding romantic suspense! A sizzling, stay-up-all-night
solace from Hannah Whitfield, a former police officer and the very friend who’d introduced
anthology featuring the national bestselling and award-winning someone who has been on most-wanted lists all over the world
for over two decades, and they mean to use Bianca as bait. With him to his beloved late wife. But Hannah, still grappling with the deafness that resulted from
talents of four sensational storytellers! KAREN ROBARDS/Once
only a fellow criminal for backup and her life on the line,
an injury sustained while on duty, was fighting her own battles. For years Hannah had
in a Blue Moon Danger and desire ignite when Charlotte Bates
it's up to Bianca to uncover the terrifying truth behind what feelings for Murphy, and one painful night their suffering brought them together in a way
drives straight into a DEA agent's hot pursuit of a drug
really happened…and set it right, before it's too late.
neither expected–and both regretted. Murphy is ready to rejoin the living. As always, he finds
smuggler. But when the lawman takes Charlie hostage, an
Until Dark
himself knocking on Hannah’s door, and as always, his longtime friend welcomes him back
electrifying adventure begins.... ANDREA KANE/Stone Cold An
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into her home. Yet even as Murphy slowly rebuilds his splintered life, he continues to fight his Her Last Whisper
seeming dislike of her. Until she finds herself in a dangerous situation--and the mysterious Jack
growing feelings for Hannah. Then he learns of Ebersole’s murder and comes to believe that The Black Swan of Paris
Parker comes to her aid. . . .The man who'll do anything to protect her. Amara doesn't know
(InterMix)
the Freedom Network has targeted him–and Hannah–to avenge their leader’s death to
that Jack is a DEA agent, evading death threats from a powerful drug lord. The last thing he
violence. Now Murphy must face the terrifying prospect of losing another woman he loves. A New York Times Bestselling AuthorClever, cunning and highly skilled, Bianca St. Ives is still navigating the wants is to endanger her by letting her get too close. But when fate puts her in his path, Jack's
fallout from a shocking revelation that's left a network of assassins targeting her. It's kill or be killed, and she's cover is blown wide open. Soon he and Amara are on the run--but they can't escape the
As the Troubleshooters desperately search for him, Murphy races toward a deadly
confrontation with the Freedom Network and ultimate choice: surrender his life in hopes that got her finger on the trigger. Then her father loops her in on a job: recover King Priam's Treasure, a
smoldering chemistry between them. To keep Amara out of harm's way, Jack will have to take
collection of priceless artifacts stolen by the Russians during World War II, and return it to Germany.
Hannah will be spared, or risk everything to salvage whatever future they may have together. Impossible? Maybe. But for Bianca, there's valuable intel on the line.
drastic measures--even if it means shattering her fragile heart. . . Praise for the novels of Ann
Vanished
Christopher "Trouble is a sultry romance. . ." --The RAWSISTAZ Reviewers "A brilliant and
A blistering romantic suspense novel from the New York Times bestselling author of Pursuit. Far from her
One Summer
tasteful novel about love, tragedy, heartbreak and forgiveness." --Romantic Times on Risk
sensible life as an English teacher in Kansas, Lora looks forward to a relaxing vacation in Cancun. But fate
thwarts her careful plans when a darkly handsome American named Max jumps into her car with a loaded
A Novel
Pursuit
gun.
Shadows of Yesterday
MacNamara's Woman
The nude male body lay on the embalming table, battered beyond recognition. Gingerly, Summer McAfee,
a feel-good women's fiction with romance
Quarter to Midnight
chairman, CEO, and sole employee of Daisy Fresh cleaning service, reached out to touch an arm to reassure
Readers who relish heated passion and chilling suspense love New York Times bestselling author
herself that she hadn't just seen the corpse move. Suddenly, shockingly, her hand was in the viselike grip of a The Masterpiece
Karen Robards’s acclaimed novels featuring Dr. Charlotte “Charlie” Stone. A heroine with a man very much alive and desperate enough to take her captive on a no-holds-barred run from cops, killers, A Novel of Suspense
keen mind for catching killers and a soft heart for bad boys, Charlie is back in this third sizzling
and his own decidedly complicated past... Summer's former life as a New York lingerie model had gone south One of the most popular voices in women’s fiction” (Newsweek), Karen Robards delivers another
electrifying national bestseller with this story of unexpected attraction and evil that lurks beneath a bit of
paranormal romance thriller. HER LAST WHISPER Madness and murder invaded Dr. Charlotte with her marriage, leaving her, at thirty-six, single and back home in Tennessee, on her hands and knees
Southern splendor. Left bankrupt after her billionaire father’s sudden death, Alexandra Haywood returns
scrubbing other people's bathrooms. But the drab present vanishes in a flash as she's forced to flee into the
Stone’s life when she was just a girl—and made her a woman determined to save others from
Tennessee wilds with the stranger she calls Frankenstein, first as his captive, then his companion, as they run to Shelby County, Kentucky—that bit of Southern splendor known as Paradise County—to sell the family’s
the horror she survived. An expert in the psychology of serial killers, she’s faced down more
from the enemies determined to destroy them both--straight into a raging passion that could only be the last magnificent horse farm. Part of her mission is to fire Joe Welch, the sexy, stubborn farm manager who
than her share of human monsters. But Charlie can also communicate with the spirits of those
worked hard for the Haywoods while raising his children. But Joe refuses to be fired, and he and Alex clash.
laugh of fate...
who die violently, an extrasensory skill that has helped the FBI bring lethal predators to justice.
A young mother stranded on a Texas highway is rescued by a handsome hero in a pickup truck . . . and now, They also fall for each other—hard. Just as their attraction flares, a shocking murder with ties to the past
Now, after narrowly escaping death a second time, Charlie’s ready to step away from the edge . . she must face the fears of the past or risk losing the greatest love she's ever known. Leigh is terrifyingly alone rocks the county—and cuts close to home when Joe’s teenage son, Eli, and Alex’s wild-spirited younger
sister, Neely, vanish. Now, the evil that lurks beneath Paradise County raises its gruesome head—and Alex is
. before her luck runs out. Too bad Charlie is too dedicated for her own good—and too devoted on a Texas road about to deliver her first child when a rugged stranger in a pickup truck stops to help her.
targeted as the next victim.
Eight months ago, she lost her husband when he was tragically killed on the job. This fateful meeting on a
to federal agent Tony Bartoli to say no when he asks her to ride shotgun on yet another risky
From New York Times bestselling author Mariah Stewart comes a novel of sexy romantic suspense for fans of
mission. Of course, she already has her hands full with Michael Garland: the handsome, roguish lonesome highway has brought a new man into her life . . . but he's a man with secrets and the power to
break her heart again. Chad is in a dangerous business and hides the mysteries of his past. He is determined Nora Roberts, Catherine Coulter, and Karen Robards. A skilled compositor for the FBI, Kendra Smith has a
ghost with whom she’s hopelessly in love—a spirit who depends on Charlie to keep him from
to make Leigh care for him, but there are no guarantees that his love can protect her from disaster. Together, way with witnesses, helping them to remember crucial details about their attackers they might otherwise have
slipping forever into the dark side of the afterlife. But in the mortal world, beautiful single women this young mother and mysterious stranger will discover the depths of their love . . . and face their worst fears. forgotten. She believes her work helps to provide closure for the victims and their families–closure that has
eluded her for the eleven years since her brother was kidnapped, his body never found. Determined to put
are vanishing from Las Vegas hotels at night. All signs indicate that a psychopath is on the prowl Paradise County
her painful past behind her, Kendra throws herself into every case one hundred percent. Now she is called in
in Sin City, and Bartoli’s FBI colleague Lena Kaminsky has reason to fear that her missing sister Public Enemy Zero
to sketch the face of a man the press is calling the Soccer Mom Killer. It’s a difficult investigation made
may be just the killer’s type. In a town full of fast players and few rules, flushing out a smooth- Born to be Wild
even harder by the presence of Special Agent Adam Stark, a man with whom she once had a brief, passionate
talking stalker like the Cinderella Killer might be a loser’s game. But for Charlie, the only way to Deadly Pursuit
affair. As the number of victims continues to rise, and with a killer always one step ahead, Kendra will learn a
Walking After Midnight
cage her quarry is to plunge back into the homicidal hell she vowed to leave behind—and may
lethal lesson: You can run from the past, but you can’t hide. . . .
Faced with poverty after the death of her half-brother, the Earl of Wickham, on his Ceylon
not leave alive. Praise for Her Last Whisper “A tightly written ghostly romantic suspense novel
TROPICAL HEAT Penny Kline didn't come to Honduras on a pleasure trip. She's here to rescue her
tea plantation, Lady Gabriella Banning plans to secure the future of her two younger
kidnapped niece, the only family she's got left. What she didn't plan on was walking into a covert ops
with intriguing supernatural elements and sizzling sexual tension.”—Kirkus Reviews “An
sisters--Claire and Elizabeth--by marrying off Claire to a wealthy aristocrat, but her scheme is mission---or being wrapped up in the hard-muscled arms of Rafe Ortega. The cool-as-ice operative's touch
absolute winner . . . explodes with both passion and mystery . . . a tale that will haunt you,
threatened by a charming stranger who claims to be the Earl of Wickham. Original.
may get her all hot and bothered, but no man can have a hold on her heart until her niece is home where she
providing both thrills and chills.”—Bookreporter “Outstanding . . . Robards is truly a master
From the New York Times bestselling author of Guilty When the First Lady dies in a fiery car belongs. Even in the tropics, Alpha Security operative Rafe can take down the bad guys without breaking a
storyteller.”—RT Book Reviews Praise for Karen Robards “One of the most popular voices in
crash, rookie attorney Jessica Ford is the only survivor of the tragedy. As the nation mourns, sweat. Hostage extractions. Clandestine missions. Those are the things he's been trained to handle.
women’s fiction.”—Newsweek “Draw a line between two extremely popular genres,
Ford has reason to believe it wasn't an accident. One by one, others in the First Lady's inner Relationships? Not so much. But one look at this strong, sexy redhead and he's seized by a fierce urge to
mysteries and romance novels, and in the middle you will find the bestselling Robards. She
protect her at all costs. Now Penny and Rafe will have to up their game because they're about to go into a
circle are being killed. Jessica must find out why- before she's next.
master criminal's lair without backup, and the danger---and passion---is about to explode . . . *** The Alpha
merges the two worlds like no one else, deftly interlacing plot and passion.”—Albany Times
In this captivating novel, New York Times bestselling author Fiona Davis takes readers into Security series Book 1 - Heated Pursuit (Rafe and Penny) Book 2 - Holding Fire (Trey and Elle) Book 3 Union
the glamorous lost art school within Grand Central Terminal, where two very different
Hard Justice (Vince and Charlie)
The world is out to kill Mitchell Roberts. The helpless girl who needs help changing her tire. His
women, fifty years apart, strive to make their mark on a world set against them. For most
When a workaholic lawyer meets a fun-loving music marketing executive for opposites attract, friends-topetty ex-girlfriend and her new mate. An entire mall full of unassuming shoppers. They all want to
lovers adventures, which partnership will she choose? Workaholic lawyer Audrey Willems is not going to take
New Yorkers, Grand Central Terminal is a crown jewel, a masterpiece of design. But for
murder Mitch in a blind rage when he's in their presence. As Mitch attempts to unravel the
any chances with her bid to become a partner at her New York law firm—especially with only six months
Clara Darden and Virginia Clay, it represents something quite different. For Clara, the
mystery around his situation, he learns quickly that rabid strangers and friends aren't his only
until the decision. Until she bumps into Jake—her new neighbor. Jake is a fun-loving music marketing
terminal is the stepping stone to her future. It is 1928, and Clara is teaching at the lauded
executive who might just be The One. He’s funny, caring, supportive—and able to kill water bugs in the
predators. Police attempt to hunt him down by any means necessary and his every move is
Grand Central School of Art. Though not even the prestige of the school can override the
bathroom. But Jake will never date a woman married to her job. His father was a workaholic lawyer who
tracked by a shadowy government official with a secret to protect. He'll need to use every
public's disdain for a "woman artist," fiery Clara is single-minded in her quest to achieve
never had time for family. And she’s just got the case of a lifetime—the one she needs to win to make
resource he has, from the advice of a paranoid late night radio host, to his Twitter account and
every creative success—even while juggling the affections of two very different men. But she partner. Working 24/7 at the office may not even be enough hours to pull off a victory. If only she had not
find out why he's become Public Enemy Zero.
and her bohemian friends have no idea that they'll soon be blindsided by the looming Great met him now. Audrey is determined to prove that she can juggle work and romance—even if managing court
After rookie lawyer Jessica Monaghan meets with the First Lady, the VIP is killed in a car accident
Depression...and that even poverty and hunger will do little to prepare Clara for the greater cases, candlelit dinners, and bike rides around Manhattan is a lot harder than it looks. She keeps canceling
in which Jessica manages to survive. When she suspects the accident was something else and she
dates for yet another case crisis. But when making partner is like a game of musical chairs and the last seat is
tragedy yet to come. By 1974, the terminal has declined almost as sharply as Virginia Clay's
a business-class alone, which partnership will she choose?
becomes the next target, she and experienced FBI agent Mark
life. Dilapidated and dangerous, Grand Central is at the center of a fierce lawsuit: Is the once- Dirty Secrets
The wrong woman attracts a predator in this thriller by New York Times bestselling author Karen
grand building a landmark to be preserved, or a cancer to be demolished? For Virginia, it is A Family Secrets Novel
Robards. It’s anything but business as usual when advertising agency owner Maddie Fitzgerald
simply her last resort. Recently divorced, she has just accepted a job in the information booth Manna from Heaven
finds herself entangled in a deadly cat-and-mouse game between FBI agent Sam McCabe and the
in order to support herself and her college-age daughter, Ruby. But when Virginia stumbles An International Spy Thriller
elusive serial killer he’s been tracking. A case of mistaken identity makes Maddie the
The Last Victim
upon an abandoned art school within the terminal and discovers a striking watercolor, her
murderer’s target, and although she flees the scene with her life, the killer stays on her trail. In a
eyes are opened to the elegance beneath the decay. She embarks on a quest to find the artist A killer has come out of hiding in this haunting novel by New York Times bestselling author
desperate attempt to put an end to the killer’s pursuit, Maddie reluctantly partners with
Karen Robards. Pawleys Island hides a dark history of a shocking cold case: the murder of a
of the unsigned masterpiece—an impassioned chase that draws Virginia not only into the
McCabe to lure her attacker out of hiding. McCabe tries to keep her safe, but the sudden sparks
local girl and the strange disappearance of her two friends. This unsolved crime could be
battle to save Grand Central but deep into the mystery of Clara Darden, the famed 1920s
between them prove distracting—and even one wrong move may put Maddie directly in the
journalist Nicole Sullivan’s big break, so she works intimately with Police Chief Joe
illustrator who disappeared from history in 1931.
hands of a murderer.
A woman driven to know the truth. . . Criminal defense attorney Amara Clarke can't help but Franconi to get the story straight. But their investigation takes a shocking turn when another
Obsession
young woman is murdered. As the body count rises, so does Nicole’s fear that the killer has
be hot and bothered by the handsome, enigmatic new cook at her local diner--and his
The Moscow Deception
returned to bury a terrifying secret—and to resurrect the ghost of a crime long thought dead.
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The second Family Secrets novel from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Right
Partner Pursuit
Known for her original plots, deft characterization, and lyrical voice, Juliana Gray presents an extraordinary
Behind You and Find Her... Three siblings searching for the truth about their family are
novel of an uncommon pursuit… February, 1906. As the personal secretary of the recently departed Duke of
about to find more than they bargained for.… When Tamara Allistair lost her family, she
Olympia—and a woman of scrupulous character—Miss Emmeline Rose Truelove never expected her duties
quickly learned that the only person she could rely on was herself. Now Tamara wants
to involve steaming through the Mediterranean on a private yacht, under the prodigal eye of one Lord
revenge against the man who wronged her. But going after a target with far-reaching
Silverton, the most charmingly corrupt bachelor in London. But here they are, improperly bound on a quest
connections is a dangerous gamble, and soon Tamara is the one being threatened. A man
to find the duke’s enigmatic heir, current whereabouts unknown. An expert on anachronisms, Maximilian
with his own share of family issues, ex-marine C. J. MacNamara knows that protecting
Haywood was last seen at an archaeological dig on the island of Crete. And from the moment Truelove and
Tamara is the right thing to do. Keeping her safe is no easy task, but getting her to trust him is Silverton disembark, they are met with incidents of a suspicious nature: a ransacked flat, a murdered
an entirely different challenge. As Tamara attempts to right a wrong ten years in the making, government employee, an assassination attempt. As they travel from port to port on Max’s trail, piecing
together the strange events of the days before his disappearance, Truelove will discover the folly of her
C.J. puts his own life on the line to protect the woman who is more worthy of love than
misconceptions—about the whims of the heart, the motives of men, and the nature of time itself…
anyone he’s ever known.
An exquisite WWII novel illuminating the strength of three women in occupied Paris, for fans of The
A drug kingpin’s vicious crimes spark a DEADLY chain of events... DEA Special Agent
Nightingale, The Alice Network and The Lost Girls of Paris. "A truly outstanding novel...reminds us of the
Jackson Parker does what it takes to keep vermin off the streets and our kids safe from drugs. power of love, hope and courage."—Heather Morris, #1 bestselling author of The Tattooist of Auschwitz
Paris, 1944 Celebrated singer Genevieve Dumont is both a star and a smokescreen. An unwilling darling of
But now the most vicious sociopath he ever brought to justice wants him dead. And the
crossfire between good and evil threatens the intriguing woman Jack desires. If you love sexy the Nazis, the chanteuse’s position of privilege allows her to go undetected as an ally to the resistance.
When her estranged mother, Lillian de Rocheford, is captured by Nazis, Genevieve knows it won’t be long
romantic thrillers with explosive surprises and edge-of-your-seat suspense, grab a copy of
before the Gestapo succeeds in torturing information out of Lillian that will derail the upcoming allied
Deadly Pursuit today! “[An] exciting romantic thriller [with a] thrilling conclusion.
invasion. The resistance movement is tasked with silencing her by any means necessary—including
—Publisher’s Weekly on Deadly Pursuit “Christopher does not disappoint in her second assassination. But Genevieve refuses to let her mother become yet one more victim of the war. Reuniting with
DEA thriller. There’s no shortage of heart-stopping action and explosive encounters. ‘Page-her long-lost sister, she must find a way to navigate the perilous cross-currents of Occupied France
undetected—and in time to save Lillian’s life. In this heart-wrenching novel, bestselling author Karen
turner’ is definitely an apt description for this story because the surprises just keep on
Robards showcases the extraordinary lengths one goes to save their family from a German prison. A web of
coming.” —Romantic Times BOOKreviews on Deadly Desires “Thrilling. Relentless.
spies, the resistance and a vivid portrayal of Paris in wartime.
Sexy. Romantic suspense for fans of Karen Robards, Lisa Jackson and Karen Rose. —Eve
Claire Banning fulfilled every debutante's dream when she married a rich nobleman. Soon, however, the
Silver, National Bestselling Author Ann Christopher’s DEADLY Series (IMPORTANT
celebrated beauty realizes she wed a dissolute wastrel. Bitterly hurt and desperately lonely, Claire vows
NOTE—these books are tightly plotted and should be read in order): Book 1: Deadly Pursuit nonetheless to take her expected place in society. Then on a journey home to her husband's estate on the
Book 2: Deadly Desires Book 3: Deadly Secrets
coast of Sussex, she is abducted, and her life -- and her heart -- are changed forever. Hugh Battancourt -- a
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY RT BOOK REVIEWS When dark and dangerous nobleman who long ago turned his back on the ton and now leads a life secretly
dedicated to his country's service -- is determined not to be swayed by his prisoner's beauty as they share a
New York Times bestselling author Karen Robards brought her irresistible brand of hot
cabin on a ship bound for France. Lives depend on his retrieving from her a letter full of secrets she intends to
passion and chilling suspense to the paranormal romance scene with The Last Victim, it was
turn over to the enemy. But even as Claire and Hugh engage in a battle of wits and wills, captor and captive
just the beginning. Now her series cranks up the deadly danger and intense desire to the next find themselves drawn irresistibly to each other. Is it possible, Claire wonders, that she could discover the true
level, as sexy serial killer hunter Charlotte Stone returns to action in her thrilling second
meaning of love that has eluded her with this handsome stranger? One who will lay his life on the line in
adventure. THE LAST KISS GOODBYE Dr. Charlotte “Charlie” Stone has dedicated
order to protect her from someone who is intent on placing Claire in the path of danger? With this sensual
and entrancing tale, bestselling author Karen Robards continues her wonderful trilogy of three sisters taking
her career as a psychiatrist to exploring the darkest territory of all: the hearts and minds of
serial killers. It’s a job she’s uniquely suited for, thanks to the secret talent that gives her an their rightful place as the belles of Regency England's ton.
When she receives a call from a child who sounds exactly like her missing daughter Lexie, Sarah Mason turns
uncanny edge—Charlie can see dead people, whose tormented spirits cry out to her for the
to her closest friend in the world, P.I. Jake Hogan. Jake is convinced that someone is deliberately tormenting
justice only she can provide. This blessing—or curse—gives Charlie the power to hunt down the grief-stricken mother. But as their friendship explodes into passion-and the torment escalates into murderand catch madmen and murderers. It’s also turned her love life upside down by drawing her Jake is the only person who can keep Sarah safe in their horrifying search for the truth...
into a hopelessly passionate relationship with the lingering ghost of charismatic bad boy
Into the Fire
Bait
Michael Garland. But there’s little time for romance with her supernatural suitor when
murder comes pounding at Charlie’s door in the form of a terrified young woman fleeing a Guilty
Waking Nightmare
homicidal maniac. Saving her life places Charlie squarely in the cross-hairs of a sadistic
When someone tries to kill her, believing her to be the evil character she plays on a popular soap
predator nicknamed “the Gingerbread Man,” notorious for manipulating his victims like
opera, daytime drama superstar Mary Lisa Beverly is forced to get help from an unexpected source.
pawns in a deadly chess game. And now the queen this psychopath’s bent on capturing is
Original.
Charlie. Refusal to play will only put more innocent lives in danger. Matching wits with this With a serial rapist loose on the streets of Savannah, hotshot detective Ryne Robel needs answers,
cunningly twisted opponent will require all of Charlie’s training and expert skills. But even not the psycho-babble head games of forensic profile Abbie Phillips. Abbie must convince him that
with her devilish “guardian angel”—not to mention her favorite flesh-and-blood Fed, Tony head games are exactly what this elusive suspect is all about.
Bartoli—watching her beautiful back, the Gingerbread Man’s horrifying grin might be the In her newest top-notch tale of romantic suspense ("Booklist"), "New York Times"-bestselling author
last thing Charlie ever sees. Features a preview of the next Charlotte Stone novel, HER LAST Robards delivers a story about a feisty female attorney whose past comes back to haunt her.
A drug kingpin’s vicious crimes spark a DEADLY chain of events... Kareem Gregory couldn’t
WHISPER Praise for The Last Kiss Goodbye "Top-notch . . . Suspense mixed with heartdecide who he wanted to punish first: his wife or his lieutenant. The bitch. Or the snitch. Though she
pounding sensual tension."—Kirkus Reviews “Filled with gritty thrills and featuring a
psychopathic madman, this suspense tale will truly have you on the edge of your seat!”—RT fears for her safety, Kira Gregory’s determination to live a better life compels her to leave her
husband, the drug kingpin. Her unlikely ally? Dexter Brady, the fascinating DEA agent who brought
Book Reviews Praise for Karen Robards “One of the most popular voices in women’s
fiction.”—Newsweek “Draw a line between two extremely popular genres, mysteries and Kareem to justice... If you love edge-of-your-seat suspense, shocking plot twists and passionate
romance, pick up a copy of Deadly Desires today! “[An] exciting romantic thriller [with a] thrilling
romance novels, and in the middle you will find the bestselling Robards. She merges the two
conclusion. —Publisher’s Weekly on Deadly Pursuit “Christopher does not disappoint in her
worlds like no one else, deftly interlacing plot and passion.”—Albany Times Union Praise for
second DEA thriller. There’s no shortage of heart-stopping action and explosive encounters.
The Last Victim “[An] exceptional storyteller . . . Leave it to Robards to deliver the start of a ‘Page-turner’ is definitely an apt description for this story because the surprises just keep on
series that is distinctive and unforgettable!”—RT Book Reviews “Excellent . . . This story is coming.” —Romantic Times BOOKreviews on Deadly Desires “Thrilling. Relentless. Sexy.
going to haunt you.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “Thrilling . . . a fun and sexy
Romantic suspense for fans of Karen Robards, Lisa Jackson and Karen Rose. —Eve Silver, National
read.”—Booklist
Bestselling Author Ann Christopher’s DEADLY Series (IMPORTANT NOTE—these books are
Justice
tightly plotted and should be read in order): Book 1: Deadly Pursuit Book 2: Deadly Desires Book 3:
A Most Extraordinary Pursuit
Deadly Secrets
Deadly Desires
Playing Dead
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